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The Oxborough Speedwatch group is continuing to operate using the Covid safe 
protocols drawn up by the constabulary.  We usually carry out about six sessions per 
calendar month depending on the availability of the volunteers and the weather.   

The police coordinator now looks after 100 teams in Norfolk made up of 871 
volunteers.  During 2021, 15,225 letters were sent out, even with lockdowns when 
we were prevented from conducting sessions. 

The police are keen that our role is education of motorists rather than enforcement 
and to that end all the letters sent out to motorists have been redrafted with input 
from behavioural scientists.  Copies of the new letters are attached to this report. 

We continue to concentrate our efforts on the Swaffham/Stoke Ferry road where we 
see the highest number of vehicles.  Traffic numbers do not seem to have increased 
back up to pre-Covid levels but we continue to see a disappointing number of 
vehicles speeding above the 35mph threshold for reporting, sometimes as many as 
20%. 

There are eight enforcement officers covering 600 sites across Norfolk, those 
officers are responsible for determining their own schedule based on the data we 
provide and their local knowledge.  The coordinator is hopeful that she will soon be 
able to let us have information regarding the number of vehicles they have recorded 
exceeding the speed limits. 

There are currently 8 members of the Oxborough group, three of whom of whom are 
required to form a team. We are always keen to attract more volunteers to the group, 
the more volunteers we have the more sessions we can do and the greater our 
impact will be. 

With the relaxation of Covid restrictions we have been able to restart some of our 
‘social gatherings’ and we had an afternoon tea and a very enjoyable group post-
Christmas lunch at the Hare Arms, a late summer gathering will hopefully take place 
as well. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the volunteers for their continuing 
support, hard work, good humour and willingness to take on the task of setting up 
and taking down the equipment which either Dave or I have been doing for the last 
few years.   

 

Frankie Watkins Speedwatch Coordinator, Telephone 328 366  

 

 


